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Type 41 Advanced Reconnaissance and
Scouting Armor Accessories

The Advanced Reconnaissance and Scouting Armor, Type 41, or Tarsa for short, can make use of a lot of
power armour accessories from Yamatai’s earlier suits – it is a rather modular and easily customisable
suit that can take parts from various other SAOY gear for ease of repair.

Dorsal Hardpoint

The Tarsa can make use of the following accessories on its Dorsal hardpoint.

Tarsa Wing Pack
Ke-M2-E3000 Leader Support Pack
Ke-M2-G2902 Nodal Fabrication Module
Ke-M2-G3200 Fusion Generator1)

Ke-M2-P2900 Power Armor Teleportation Unit
Ke-M2-P3000 Power Armor Teleportation Unit
Ke-M2-P4003 Power Armor Teleportation Unit
Ke-M2-W2704 Nodal Support Bit Launcher The Tarsa lacks a combined field system and as such the
flight time of the drones is limited to what their internal battery can provide.
Ke-M2-W2905-BPX Gauss Cannon Backpack Extension
Ke-M2-W3000 General Equipment Pack
Ke-M3-W3001 “Kalamari” Manipulator Arm System

Shoulder Hardpoints

The Tarsa can make use of the following accessories on its Shoulder hardpoints.

Ke-M2-G3000 Shoulder Capacitor
Ke-M2-P3001 Energy Cloak Shield Projector
Ke-M2-W3900 Shoulder-Fired 20mm Gauss Cannon
Ke-M2-W2905 Shoulder-Fired 50mm Gauss Cannon
Ke-M2-W2906 Shoulder-Fired Missile Pod
Ke-M2-W3001 Shoulder-Mounted Aetheric Pulse Cannon
Ke-M2-W3902 Shoulder-Mounted Scalar Machine Gun
Shoulder Weapon Mount: A mount can be installed over the shoulder hardpoint enabling a pilot to
hang a rifle-like weapon on the armor's back.
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Forearm Hardpoints

The Tarsa can make use of the following accessories in its Forearm Hardpoints.

Portable Medical Scanner PMS-1M A version of the medical scanner that slips on like a bracer and
does not interfere with the function of the forearm mounted NSB system
Star Army Science Scanner, Type 31 A version of the science scanner that slips on like a bracer and
does not interfere with the function of the forearm mounted NSB system
Ke-M6-W3405 Daisy Wristblade Is fitted to the underside of the forearm using a bracer mount to
make the wristblade compatible with the Tarsa, does not interfere with the function of the forearm
mounted NSB system.
Ke-M6-W2901 Pulse Energy Weapon Replaces the forearm mounted NSB system due to the need
for a good power source.
Ke-M6-W3406 Daisy Multipurpose Plasma Weapon Replaces the forearm mounted NSB system due
to space requirements so that it does not make the forearm too bulky.

Abdomen/Lower Back Modular Webbing

The Abdomen and Lower back of the Tarsa make use of a more robust version of the Type 40 Plate
Bearing Vest’s webbing system to enable various pouches and bits of rigging to be easily attached –
there is a space on the bottom of it designed specifically to carry the CFWEP Package or Star Army Butt
Pack, Type 29.

Hip Hardpoints

The Tarsa’s Hip Hardpoints are designed to store most SAOY hand-weapons in a hassle free way using a
system based off the shoulder weapon mount that is commonly used.

Thigh Cavities

Taken from the M6-2A "Daisy II" Planetary Power Armor each thigh compartment is 350mm deep x
200mm long x 30mm wide and capable of accepting a variety of mounts used to hold ammunition used
by the SAOY – usually large enough to hold a few magazines.

Thigh Hardpoints

The Tarsa’s Thigh Hardpoints are thick plates designed to accept the following leg-mounted accessories.

Ke-M2-G3001 Leg Capacitor
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Ke-M2-W2703 (WA-05) Countermeasure Augmentation Pods
Ke-M2-W2903 NSD Upper Leg Hangers
Ke-M2-W2907 Countermeasure Augmentation Pods
Ke-M2-W2908 Offensive Augmentation Pods
Ke-M3-W2710 Mini-Missile Launcher Pods (from Ke-M3 Series "Kylie" Anti-Armor Power Armor)

Armors can also use Space and Orbital Offensive Warheads (SOOW) Mini-Missiles or Space and Orbital
Sensor Misdirection (SOSM) Mini-Missiles.

OOC Notes

SirSkully created this article on 2018/12/22 10:31.

Approved here by Charmaylarg

1)

the Tarsa boasts an impressive power system already and this is mostly used to power devices external
to the armor that have a rather heavy power draw
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